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Outline: This lecture answers three following questions:

1. What is Proof-of-Stake system?

2. How do PoS systems control the block production rate?

3. What is Nothing-at-Stake attack?

13.1 Why Proof-of-Stake?

13.1.1 Bitcoin scorecard

Bitcoin has a strong point on security, but as far as other attributes are concerned such as energy

efficiency, latency, throughput as shown in Fig. 13.4. Bitcoin is not so efficient so the energy

efficiency is a major dimension. In other words, the energy burning issue of Proof-of-work (PoW)

is considered wasteful. We’ve discussed Prism which redeems the quality of Bitcoins in terms

of latency. Prism also improves throughput by creating transaction blocks. In this lecture, we

will take a deep dive onto a new design of systems which tries to alleviate the energy efficiency

weakness.

Figure 13.1: Bitcoin scorecard
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13.1.2 Energy waste of PoW systems

There are some misconceptions that people have about energy waste in blockchain system. The

reason that energy-waste happens is not because the puzzle is some hard puzzle to solve, it’s

because many people are competing to solve the puzzle and every one is willing to spend as

much power as the expected reward. Therefore, as more people compete to generate the next

block, energy is been wasted.

13.1.3 Blockchain System Comparison: PoW vs. PoS vs. PoSpace

Proof-of-Work (PoW) systems are used for sybill resistance but have energy-wasted issues. Thus,

the question is could we somehow solve the sybill. Here is alternator, Proof-of-Stake (PoS). For

PoW systems, we can roughly think one approval of work translates to one unit of CPU, which

implies the more CPU power you have, the more blocks you will be able to make. On the other

hand, for PoS systems, if you hold one coin on $1 then you should get on vote. That is why it

is called Proof-of-Stake. Therefore, you get participation mediated by how many coins you have

in the system. The third system is Proof-of-Space (PoSpace) which allows 1 vote to corresponds

to each one RAM unit. These are all alternative mechanisms to weigh participation. We can also

imagine the most democratic version of systems, Proof-of-Personhood (PoPersonhood), in which

one person trades to one vote like global democracy.

13.2 Proof-of-Stake systems

Figure 13.2: headers of PoW systems and PoS systems
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PoW systems have three things in the header: previous block, merkle root, nonce. The hash of all

these three things is less than a threshold.

H(PB, MR, Nonce) < threshold (13.1)

On the other hand, PoS systems have a leadership certificate instead of nonce and the hash of

these three things is less than a threshold.

H(PB, MR, Public key) < threshold (13.2)

We assume that every valid public key contains 1$, which means that every public key is basically

equal. Note that, A participant can have multiple public keys without limit. For PoS systems,

nodes do not need to mine, you can immediately check if your public key satisfy this property.

One advantage of the PoS system is that it is sybill resistant. However, there still exists a problem

that we cannot have a vote if we have no coin. In this PoS system, More compute Power does not

guarantee more participation ability.

13.2.1 Proposing a new PoS block

Figure 13.3: Example of Proposing a new PoS block

A new block parses all transactions in previous blocks and the header of a new block contains

the previous block B2, merkle root, and public key i. It proposes a new block if the hash of these

three things less than the threshold, i.e.

H(PB,MR, pki) < threshold ∗ stake(pki) (13.3)
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The right part of inequality above implies that every valid public key contains a stake(the amount

of money you have within this public key). You’ll increase the threshold and make it easier to

solve the puzzle if your public key contains more money.

13.2.2 Types of possible attacks

Can I choose a public key to favor myself? This question leads two types of attacks: Dynamic

stake and key grinding attack. In order to narrow down the discussion, however, we assume the

static stake scenario where all public key and their stake are defined at genesis.

13.3 How to control block production rate

13.3.1 Differences in PoS

Can control the block production time by changing threshold? The threshold is the parameter we

can change to control block production time. For example, given a block B3, the average number

of blocks that follow a block is determined by the threshold. While PoW systems control the block

production rate by changing the hash rate, there is no such hash rate in PoS systems. It implies

that a node can produce blocks at a very fast rate since there is nothing to throttle the rate.

Let’s define the parameter γ,

γ = (avg. # of block that follow a block) (13.1)

then there is a forking if γ > 1, and the blockchain may stall if γ < 1. Even if γ > 1, the blockchain

can stall since a block can have no child when all of us try out public keys to make a block and

none of us are lucky. Note that, a node does not get a second attempt to make a block, but get just

one attempt.

Let’s summarize the differences in PoS:

1. there is no way to normalize block production rate

2. there is possible stalling of blockchain

3. there is an issue of transaction grinding

What we want to do is design a new system which has stable rate of mining block by solving (1)

and (2).
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13.3.2 A new parameter: Time t

Here is an idea. We can add one more variable in the hash function: time t. Let’s assume you

have one public key and every time you have to check one has to tkae this hash and have it less

than the threshold. Then you get to the proposal block at that time.

H(PB, MR, pk, t) < threshold ∗ stake(pk) (13.2)

This implies that a new block will only be accepted if t(block) < time(clock). This clearly prevents

the stalling issue, which solves the issues of (1) and (2). Note that, this design requires at least

weak clock synchronization. Error in clock synchronization can add to network latency.

13.3.3 Leadership certificate

How can we solve the issue of (3)? Let’s remove the merkle root in the hash. Then it can solve the

transaction grinding issue.

H(PB, pk, t) < threshold ∗ stake(pk) (13.3)

Note, adversarial nodes can still try to mine on different previous blocks.

13.3.4 Validity rule

First, timestamps on leadership certificate need to be ordered (in the increasing order). Next, it

satisfies the hash condition. Further, there is the time constraint: time(block) < time(clock).

13.3.5 Three-level chain structure

There are three parts of blockchain: chain of leadership certificate, chain of headers, and chain

of blocks. Each header contains its leadership certificate, merkle root, the previous header hash,

and the signature from the secret key; each blocks contain its header and transactions.

13.4 Nothing at Stake Attack

While honest nodes (blue nodes in Fig 13.5) mine only at tip of the longest chain, adversarial

nodes (orange nodes in Fig 13.5) can mine on all past leadership certificate, i.e. at each time they

can mine a block everywhere on the LC chain. This is Nothing-at-stake attack.
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Figure 13.4: three level of chains

In Bitcoin system, you can mine at any blocks on all levels you want, but you have to split your

computer power. It means each of them will grow slower. However, for PoS system, each at-

tempts does not grow slower since you are not splitting your stake. There is no conservation

of work in PoS. Therefore, adversarial nodes can min on several blocks without splitting their

stakes.
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Figure 13.5: Nothing-at-stake attack
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